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Abstract
Web mining has been implemented and developed into several research areas to satisfy the current
era‟s need. The term web mining is prepared to symbolize the use of data mining techniques for
automatically discovering hidden information from the data available over internet in the form of
web content, website structure and web usage. This paper work represents the algorithm based on
predictive approach of data mining technique used for web usage mining for comparing access
behavior. Clustering technique is used to group items with similar characteristics. When applied to
web access log data for comparing user access behavior, clustering technique used to group the
accesses based on the characteristics. The main advantage that Clustering has it makes group of
common characteristics like user‟s interest, behavior together to classify different user requests. In
this research work, authors proposed an algorithm named ClusterView based on clustering
technique.
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Introduction
Clustering can be supervised data mining or unsupervised data mining as given in [3] means
that it does not rely on predefined training itemset or semisupervised data mining proposed in [4].
Clustering can be of two types either distance based or of model based. In distance based
clustering technique, it involves determining distance computed between pairs of data items and
then creating group of similar items putting together into clusters such as partitioned clustering and
hierarchical clustering. Partitioned methods create partitions of data items into K groups and it is
represented by k-means algorithm. A hierarchical method used to build hierarchical group (or set)
of interleaved clusters with the top level cluster containing a single cluster of all data item. In
model based clustering defined by Zhong et al and Ghosh et al [5], the model type is proposed as
the model structure that can be determined by model selection techniques and parameters
estimated using maximum likelihood algorithms such as Expectation Maximization (EM)
technique. In proposed ClusterView algorithm, authors used partitioned and hierarchical clustering
method to compare the user access behavior on internet. Clustering can also be used in data
preprocessing task for classification technique that could operate on the detected clusters.
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Proposed ClusterView Algorithm
To implement the ClusterView algorithm, authors applied partitioning algorithm to finds
groups of strongly related (or correlated) pages by making partition according to its connected
items those have the common characteristics that used for comparing the web access behavior
using web access log data stored at server side. At first proposed algorithm performs Depth First
Searching techniques in the web access log file that brings all related component in to matrix M by
searching form the file. Once the item found, the algorithm checks if there are any items which not
get visited or considered. It means that a related item has been split and therefore it needs to be
identified to get into M. Proceeding further, in the proposed system authors used the two key
aspects entropy and variance which are implemented in the proposed algorithm by counting the
time spend on requestedURL and the occurrence in the manner of the number of users used a
particular page. These two considerations used in identifying the relation between each pair of
webpages. Therefore authors proposed a formula on statistical experiments to bring all those pages
together which are accessed maximum number of times with the maximum number of time spent
on it as shown below

Let us take this formula for counting support of each webpage in the web access log file.
Considering a worst case, when all the URLs are in the same cluster, the output generated by the
algorithm will have execution cost of this algorithm it the linear form of data available in the web
access log data. Before putting items into the clusters for getting navigational pattern profile, the
generated clusters are then ranked based on data available in the matrix M.
Visualizing Result
Here, authors worked on the web access log data „NASALog.arff‟ of NASA‟s Kennedy Space
Centre‟s website available at the archive.org. On this input file, experiment performed to find out
the clusters base on the web pages and the maximum times spend over that webpage. The proposed
ClusterView algorithm can also be used to compare and for predicting user access behavior
through web access log data and it is implemented in WebUMining model. During experiment, the
focus is on looking and searching for the webpages that are accessed by the users who had the
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common characteristics about their behavior access from web log data. This file is converted from
text file to arff file format using WEKA as shown in below:

Input web access log data file from NASA‟s Kennedy Space Centre
The developed model named WebUMining accepts this input file and after selecting the proposed
ClusterView algorithm that performs its process as discussed earlier. Overall process of the
algorithm implemented with the WebUMining model is represented with the following figures.

WebUMining user Interface for selecting ClusterView Algorithm
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Result from the ClusterView algorithm achieved as shown in figure 6.4 and the visualization is
represented using the same technique as authors visualized the AssociationRule algorithm to
represent the associated webpages. In the results shown in figure 6.4 is generated with the
minimum cluster size 4 in that the numbers represent the webpages that are accessed by the users
and we can simply compare these after looking towards the each cluster combined in between [ ]
(square brackets). The web pages that form part of a specific cluster are then Listed with the
specific cluster as shown in class with some colored similar to show their class.

Clusters Based on IPAddress
Time taken to build model (full training data) : 122 seconds
Clustered Instances
0
9 ( 32%)
1 19 ( 68%)
Class attribute: IPADDRESS
Classes to Clusters:
0 1 <-- assigned to cluster
0 1 | endeavor.fujitsu.co.jp
1 1 | www-d3.proxy.aol.com
1 0 | in24.inetnebr.com
1 2 | 205.163.36.61
0 1 | rpgopher.aist.go.jp
0 1 | 139.230.35.135
0 1 | 54.teleport.com
0 1 | piweba4y.prodigy.com
1 0 | piweba1y.prodigy.com

0 1 | 165.213.131.21
0 3 | haraway.ucet.ufl.edu
1 3 | rpgopher.aist.go.jp
0 1 | slppp6.intermind.net
2 2 | in24.inetnebr.com
0 1 | piweba1y.prodigy.com
1 0 | gw1.att.com
1 0 | ai.asu.edu

Cluster 0 <-- in24.inetnebr.com
Cluster 1 <-- haraway.ucet.ufl.edu
Cluster Based on the IPAddress
Table 6.1 shows the cluster for IPAddress that spend the maximum time on the particular page.
The cluster 0 represents the common items containing the IPAddresses of the user who followed a
sequential path and during that they made the visits to more than one webpage in a session. This
clusters represented with the numbers 0 and 1 so that it will be easy for website administrator to
compare the users those are accessing the website more than once and creating sequential
navigational path during access to website. The items in cluster 0 contain 32% of the overall access
made to the website while cluster 1 contains 68% total access.

Clusters Based on Requested URL
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Time taken to build model (full training data) : 217 seconds
Clustered Instances
0 11 ( 39%)
1 17 ( 61%)
Class attribute: RequestedURL
Classes to Clusters:
0 1 <-- assigned to cluster
0 1 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-68/
ksc-srl-image.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-71/
mission-sts-71.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-68/
news/sts-68-mcc-09.txt
0 1 | GET/shuttle/countdown /
countdown.html
0 1 | GET/ksc.html
0 1 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-49/
mission-sts-49.html
0 1 | GET/history/apollo/apollo13/
apollo-13.html
0 1 | 54.teleport.com
0 1 | piweba4y.prodigy.com
1 0 | piweba1y.prodigy.com
0 1 | GET/shuttle/technology/stsnewsref/sts_asm.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-68/
news/sts-68-mcc-13.txt
0 1 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-71/
mission-sts-71.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts-73/
mission-sts-73.html

0 1 | GET/history/apollo/
apollo.htm
1 0 | GET/cgi-in/imagemap/
countdown70?342 281
0 1| GET/procure/procurement.htn
0 1 | GET/shuttle/countdown/
liftoff.htn
0 1 | GET/facilities/mlp.html
0 2 | GET/shuttle/countdown/
0 1 | GET/history/skylab/
skylab- 2.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts68/news/sts-68-mcc-10.txt
1 0 | GET/cgi-bin/imagemap/
countdown70?181 275
0 1 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts70/movies/movies.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts68/news/sts-68-mcc-11.txt
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts70/movies/woodpecker.mpg
0 1 | GET/history/history.html
1 0 | GET/shuttle/missions/sts68/news/sts-68-mcc-12.txt

Cluster 0 <-- GET/shuttle/missions/sts-71/mission-sts-71.html
Cluster 1 <-- GET/shuttle/countdown/
Cluster Based on the Requested URL
Table 6.2 represents the clusters created on RequestedURL information of the web access log file.
The cluster 0 represents the class of those webpages which are accessed more than once while
cluster 1 represents the class that contains the webpages those are accessed at least once. Figure
6.6 shows the groups of the filtered information which used for clustering as discussed and shown
in the figure. The visualization of these information and the generated results are shown in the
following figures.
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Result of WebUMining using ClusterView algorithm
The figures given above are the graphical representation of the clusters created with the proposed
ClusterView and visualizes with the WEKA software for interpretation.
Conclusion
The result can be interpreted and determined by the requirement criteria when given as inputs after
selecting ClusterView algorithm. At the initial stage of the visualization, it involves the
visualization software as already discussed in chapter 3and then for specific form result authors
used WEKA and SPSS software for same. These software provides the advantage of being
accessible for any process of analysis over log data hence it makes sensible for making decision
about the access to internet so that for any type of comparison since it is in demand to use for web
usage mining process.
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